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We are an Institute founded in 2003 by Galvani Company. 
Since the very beginning, we dedicate our efforts to detec-
ting and supporting initiatives which contribute to increase 
the abilities of local communities, encouraging them to lead 
their social transformation.

The Institute’s line of work aims at evincing the natural po-
tential of local actors, wakening the perception on themsel-
ves to their roles on communities’ development.

Rather than do actions by them, we choice do together to 
them, intending to promote the development of sustainable 
communities articulated in supportive social networks.

Where we are









The year 2018 was marked by the 15 years celebration of Lina Galvani Institute’s exis-
tence. Actions like the release of Página22 magazine special edition and the elabora-
tion of the book Ecoar, including interviews and photos from the residents in localities 
in which we act, were some forms of commemorating the date.

With the public notice “Ideas and Actions” we propel our efforts and investments at 
the Bahia’s cities of Campo Alegre de Lourdes and Luís Eduardo Magalhães. At Ser-
ra do Salitre, Institute’s fronts of acting promoted local tourism, public administra-
tion’s empowerement and youth dedicated actions. Besides, was realized by the third 
year in sequence the program “Learning’s Community”. At Campo Alegre de Lourdes, 
was created a revolving social fund, using by example the Flavors and Knowledges’ 
Fair, promoted by the Angico, Peixe and Região Social Network. A new round of edu-
communication’s workshops was applied at the three acting communities.

We created our Change’s Theory and made account reports about the financial retur-
ns of the investments applied by our maintainers on the projects.

It was an awesome year, full of achievements. We are glad to share it with you.

Good reading!
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DIALOGUINGDIALOGUING
Intending to disseminate the discussions about Territorial 
Governance elicited during the “Dialoguing” meeting, con-
ducted by Lina Galvani Institute in 2017, is born the project 
of publish a Página22 magazine’s special edition (GVces 
magazine) in partnership with the Institute. To approach 
and probe the theme, the magazine assembles articles, 
interviews and reports of theme’s experts.

The magazine’s release occured in June’s 26, 2018, at the 
Civi-co co-working rooftop, São Paulo. The date is either 
elected to celebrate 15 years of Lina Galvani Institute, but 
this party isn’t the only anniversary celebration. In order 
to offer to our guests a similar experience as we practice 
at the communities, we promoted an Integrative Commu-
nitarian Therapy’s Rodas de Conversa (ICT’s Conversation 
Circles), headed by the Afinando Vida’s Institute and by 
Cecília Galvani, therapist, Lina Galvani Institute’s founder 
and counselor.

1.000

55

DOWNLOAD

PARTNERS

COPIES
PRINTED

PEOPLE AT
THE MEETING

THE MAGAZINE “TERRITORIAL 
GOVERNANCE” (IN PORTUGUESE)

GALVANI | AGENDA PÚBLICA
HUMANA | CIVI-CO

http://pagina22.com.br/2018/06/27/pdf-da-edicao-108/
http://pagina22.com.br/2018/06/27/pdf-da-edicao-108/
http://pagina22.com.br/2018/06/27/pdf-da-edicao-108/
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It’s a great pleasure be part of this project and either 
of this wonderful Institute’s 15 years party. It adds me 
a lot of new values. I leave this meeting feeling reali-
zed by all the people I’ve met and who are part of the 
Institute, as well as the leaderships and others that, 
just like me, develop local projects at the communi-
ties. It gives me strength and shows that this project 
has an enormous footing. Surely, I feel myself part of 
something bigger, and I’m carrying back home fresh 
insights how to work the social inclusion every day.

Renato Santana dos Santos is a resident at 
Luís Eduardo Magalhães city and coordina-
tes the project Capoterapia (Capoeira The-
rapy) – Qualidade de Vida na Melhor Idade 
(Third Age’s Quality of Life), one of the con-
templated projects at the public notice “Ide-
as and Actions”.
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ECHOECHO
After 15 years acting side by side with communities, the Insti-
tute’s history is profoundly attached to the communities resi-
dents’ history. In order to disseminate this encounter of nar-
ratives, is created “Echo”, a book shaped publication, including 
twelve real life characters telling their individual stories and 
how their lives and Institute’s path come together, based on 
the joint effort from the both sides.

At the beginning, the project was restricted to training narra-
tive skills to produce reports and disclosure at Frutos, Institu-
te’s monthly newsletter. After several internal conversations, 
and with the collaboration of Institute’s associate journalist 
Eduardo Burckhardt, that traveled through all the localities 
Institute operates, emerged the possibility of give the project, 
besides the people voice, a visual identity. So, there was made 
a book, diagrammatize by Burk Agency.

DOWNLOAD
OF “ECHO”
BOOK (IN PORTUGUESE)

100

PARTNER 

COPIES
PRINTED

AGÊNCIA
BURK

http://www.linagalvani.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Ecoar_Pocket_VF.pdf
http://www.linagalvani.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Ecoar_Pocket_VF.pdf
http://www.linagalvani.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Ecoar_Pocket_VF.pdf
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TEORY OF CHANGETEORY OF CHANGE

The Teory of Change contributed to explain Institute’s acting and the moti-
vations involved. The infographic resumes not just the positive impacts we 
wish to cause based on our projects and actions, but all the path traveled to 
achieve the goals we propose ourselves. This is Institute’s map!

The frames, arrows and topics shows the path we follow, based on the 
available resources, presenting the activities, the work that was possible to 
deliver and the results we pretended to obtain in the process. All the path 
leads to the main aims intended by Institute: sustainable communities ar-
ticulated in supportive networks; Company integrated to the territories in 
a collaborative and harmonious way; and a strengthened social impact 
ecosystem.

This is an important tool because, besides tells the Institute’s history, defines 
indicators and measure how much we travel in the way to the impact we in-
tend to cause.

DOWNLOAD
TEORY OF
CHANGE

http://www.linagalvani.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Teoria-de-Mudanca.pdf
http://www.linagalvani.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Teoria-de-Mudanca.pdf
http://www.linagalvani.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2018/04/Teoria-de-Mudanca.pdf
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SOCIAL RETURN
ON INVESTMENT
SOCIAL RETURN
ON INVESTMENT

An old acquaintance of Third Sector, SROI (Social Return on Investment) comprehends “un-
derstanding”, “measuring” and “communicating to the social investor (Institute supporters) 
the values generated by the organization intervention” processes. In other words, it measures 
the return on the investment applied on social and environmental projects.

In the course of 2018, Lina Galvani Institute has carried out a study that collected data and 
history about Serra do Salitre, intending to verify the effectivity on return in the developed 
projects, starting a pilot practice to be replicated later at the other localities.

This study demonstrated a return of 3,1 times the invested capital – every R$ 1,00 invested 
returns R$ 3,10 on savings to the Company.
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CONVERSATION CIRCLESCONVERSATION CIRCLES
A free space to exchange experiences and learnings, to consolidate partner-
ships, to analyze critical points, to propose solutions and to reinforce the social 
networks. This way has proven the Conversation Circles, that associated to the 
Integrative Communitarian Therapy principles, compose one of the most im-
portant tools used on Institute’s Communitarian Development Methodology. 
Conducted at the localities, Rodas de Conversa establish an open space to the 
participants to expose their doubts, yearnings, expectations, ideas and achieve-
ments, as well as a space to check together the development of projects.

The Conversation Circles guide our acting in each one of the communities and 
generate important subsidies for planning and developing of the Institute’s 
works, as well as for the projects’ monitoring.

All these indicators result in Evaluation Circles, conducted between August and 
September 2018, at Serra do Salitre, Luís Eduardo Magalhães and Campo Ale-
gre de Lourdes, leading by the communitarian therapists Cristina Cardoso (lo-
cal agent in Serra do Salitre) and Jennifer Silva (financial assistant).

70
22
12

2 HOURS 
PARTICIPANTS IN CAMPO 
ALEGRE DE LOURDES
PARTICIPANTS IN LUÍS 
EDUARDO MAGALHÃES
PARTICIPANTS IN SERRA 
DO SALITRE

PER CONVERSATION 
CIRCLES



CIVIL SOCIETY
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GROW UPGROW UP

Inspired by the touristic potential of Serra do Salitre, we created the project “Grow Up”, in-
tending to give to the municipality required subsides to develop the local tourism. Given the 
specificity of the intended results, we hired a specialized consulting firm to be partners in this 
specific project.

After an immersion period at the Municipal Secretariat of Education, Sports, Culture and Tou-
rism, have been planned the basis-diagnosis of touristic potentials and the strategic plan 
orientated to tourism public policies. The data collected were analyzed and discussed, genera-
ting the following results:

• Municipal Tourism Legislation has been created in Serra do Salitre, essential factor to 
access the Value-added tax on sales and services (ICMS), a federal resource to be invested 
in tourism activities.

• Municipal Tourism Plan has been prepared to Serra do Salitre (2019-2024). This material 
established the strategies to orientate the implementation of processes, projects and ac-
tions to develops the Municipal Tourism System (SIMTUR).
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EDUCOMMUNICATIONEDUCOMMUNICATION
Technics that proposes a collaborative construction of contents in 
different languages becomes an optimization tool in the commu-
nitarian development to the localities and to the residents’ em-
powerment.

Audio-visual: video, radio, animated photo 
soap opera and documentary.

Printed: fanzine, photo soap opera and 
newspaper.
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Campo Alegre de
Lourdes
The Educommunication workshops demonstrates 
how it is possible to produce radio and television 
programs with simple tool available to participants, 
like their smartphones. This way was born a radio 
program and an Internet program, showing the best 
what happens around the community. Besides the 
traditional trainings, was achieved a special activity 
involving the group “Diversão Não Tem Idade” (“En-
tertainment has no age”) members, that talked about 
the importance of listening and dialogue. As an un-
folding action, they were invited to record interviews 
in video to talk about their lives and the community 
either.

42 36
WORKSHOPS
PARTICIPANTS

HOURS OF
 WORKSHOP

AUDIENCE 

COMMUNICATION 

LISTEN  

WATCH  

WATCH  

COMMUNITY MEMBERS, TEACHERS AND
“DIVERSÃO NÃO TEM IDADE” MEMBERS

RADIO, TELEVISION AND
DOCUMENTARY

TO THE RADIO PROGRAM
 “SERTÃO SOLIDÁRIO”

TO THE VIDEO PROGRAM
“DESPERTA SERTÃO”

TO THE DOCUMENTARY “NAQUELE TEMPO:
MEMÓRIAS E SABERES DO ANGICO”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFd4ggKZ8SE&t=15s
https://www.facebook.com/linagalvani/videos/688303191551237/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OonkarkZLUg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFd4ggKZ8SE&t=15s
https://www.facebook.com/linagalvani/videos/688303191551237/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OonkarkZLUg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XFd4ggKZ8SE&t=15s
https://www.facebook.com/linagalvani/videos/688303191551237/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OonkarkZLUg
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LUÍS EDUARDO
MAGALHÃES
In two workshops, the participants learned tech-
niques to disclose their projects more effectively, 
in order to potentialize the raising funds and go 
forward with their projects. In the first workshop, 
the participants produced a fanzine, distributed for 
free to community. In the second training, they cre-
ate a photo soap opera, using stop motion amateur 
techniques to tell the project’s history.

15 12
WORKSHOP
PARTICIPANTS

HOURS OF 
WORKSHOP

AUDIENCE

COMMUNICATION

READ   

WATCH  

PEOPLE CONTEMPLATED BY THE
PUBLIC NOTICE “IDEAS AND ACTIONS”

FANZINE, ANIMATED PHOTO 
SOAP OPERA

THE FANZINE “COMUNIDADE 
EM AÇÃO”

THE ANIMATED
PHOTO SOAP OPERA

http://www.linagalvani.org.br/blog/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/FANZINE-WEB.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mG3Shj8V_gI
http://www.linagalvani.org.br/blog/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/FANZINE-WEB.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mG3Shj8V_gI
http://www.linagalvani.org.br/blog/wp-content/uploads/2018/10/FANZINE-WEB.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mG3Shj8V_gI
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SERRA DO SALITRE
In the first workshop, students created an Internet 
program dedicated to their realities’ significant the-
mes, as prejudice, opportunities to youth at their 
city, beauty stereotypes, and more. For the next 
workshop, was stablished a partnership with UNI-
PAM University Center, that provided a radio stu-
dio and a computer center.  Assisted by the college 
professors and made with professional equipment, 
the students could record and edit a program .

30 24
WORKSHOP PARTICIPANTS
 STUDENTS

HOURS OF 
WORKSHOP

AUDIENCE

COMMUNICATION

PARTNERS 

WATCH  

LISTEN  

STUDENTS ON THE LAST YEAR OF HIGH SCHOOL
AT THE SERRA DO SALITRE STATE SCHOOL

INTERNET PROGRAM AND 
RADIO PROGRAM

UNIPAM (CENTRO UNIVERSITÁRIO PATOS DE MINAS)
SERRA DO SALITRE STATE SCHOOL

TO THE PROGRAM
“#PAPORETO”

TO THE PROGRAM
“JOVEM CLÃ”

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKeaDWg1lLA&feature=youtu.be
http://www.linagalvani.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Jovem-Cla-Final.mp3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKeaDWg1lLA&feature=youtu.be
http://www.linagalvani.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Jovem-Cla-Final.mp3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kKeaDWg1lLA&feature=youtu.be
http://www.linagalvani.org.br/wp-content/uploads/2019/06/Jovem-Cla-Final.mp3
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In the Educommunication workshops I realized that, 
to give voice to my opinion, I don’t need too many to-
ols. The entire project was based on resources we have 
readly available, like smartphone and computer. With 
them, we were able to produce a nice material. If we 
can apply what we have learned, it will be so useful to 
the young people in Serra do Salitre.

Gustavo Guilherme Ferreira is a student at 
Serra do Salitre State School and a partici-
pant of Educommunication workshops.
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SOCIAL FUNDSOCIAL FUND
The Rotative Social Fund was created intending the community of Angico, 
Peixe and Region Social Network started to manage the available resources 
in order to create and develop projects of their own, without relying on exter-
nal resources to achieve success.

During the year 2018, were conducted both conversations and training to give 
the initiative a shape. The fund´s main goal is to give support and autonomy 
to the socio-productive groups and some other local projects, enabling con-
tinuity to the activities in progress and creation of new initiatives, promoting 
positive impacts and localities’ development as well.

The 4th edition of annual fair  Sabores e Sabers (Flavors and Learnings), pro-
moted by the Angico, Peixe and Região Social Network, was the pilot initiative 
to the fund implementation project, and by means of technical consultancy, 
we assist on the creation and structuration of fair’s business plan, that is 
going to be replicated on future investments.

This way, the fair was thought and planned as a local business to be mana-
ged by community itself, with all the characteristics that allows the business 
to generate profit and resources to be returned to the fund and applied over 
again on investments elected by community. We consider that this way of 
work always strengths the communitarian protagonism.
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• Social projects’ elaboration and inscription

• Selection of five projects

• Financial support and monitoring (from Ja-
nuary to December)

• Accountability’s training workshops, activi-
ties report, communication and leveraging of 
resources.

IDEAS AND
ACTIONS
IDEAS AND
ACTIONS
Make dreams come true. This maxim resumes what the “Ide-
as and Action” public notice essence represented to Institute 
during the year 2018. Launched in Luís Eduardo Magalhães 
and Campo Alegre de Lourdes, this initiative supports the 
development of social projects with transforming potential 
at the communities.

30

318 

HOURS OF WORKSHOP SINCE
THE PUBLIC NOTICE PUBLICATION

PEOPLE DIRECTLY IMPACTED
BY THE PROJECTS

Public Notice Timeline:
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Campo Alegre de Lourdes

Diversão Não Tem Idade (Entertainment has no age)

The project, that aims the improving of quality of life on Third Age through phy-
sical activities and health indicators control, as blood pressure, received support 
of “Ideias and Actions” public notice and a new partnership brought another 
sportive modality to the role of group activities: capoeira adapted to Third Age 
public. The project delivered to community an outdoors fitness center, offering 
eight different gymnastic equipments installed at São José square. Besides the 
fitness center, the square has undergone improvements and repairs made by the 
Campo Alegre de Lourdes Municipal Administration.

Doce Como o Sertão (Sweet as The Sertão)

The resources invested through the public notice made possible to the “Doce 
Como o Sertão” group members to participate at a training workshop in which 
they’ve learned new techniques to produce local typical sweets. The training 
obtained helps them to identify better recipes using local ingredients. The fund 
has been used to acquires shelves and supplies, to make labels and promotion 
material, including a nameplate to the sales point.
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Educar com Qualidade (Educate with quality)

Reading and viola circles, presentation of typical dances from interior’s country 
and presentation of capoeira were initiatives achieved by the project, based on 
ludic activities to rescue the local culture. The project also includes the acquire-
ment of computer, printer, projector and speakers, besides literature books, all 
to support and increase the proposed practices.

Ação Brasil - Artes Integradas (Brazil Integrated Arts Action)

This proposal led capoeira to community, attending around 70 students – more 
than duplicated the number of participants originally foreseen at the public no-
tice’s proposal. The activity captivated the children and young residents’ of Angi-
co dos Dias, but also the older ones, to the point to be established a partnership 
with project “Diversão Não Tem Idade”, in order to develop a modality of capoeira 
adapted to Third Age.

Cultivando o Saber (Cultivating the Knowledge)

This project has established as its focus the enhancement of education at João Francisco da Silva State 
School, in Angico dos Dias. After three months operating, the project was discontinued by request of 
Municipal Secretariat of Education.
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Luís Eduardo Magalhães

Casa de Débora (Débora’s House)

The project had host 30 women in weekly meetings, including teenagers, adult 
and elderly women, most in vulnerable position, to learn crochet and sewing 
techniques. Besides the originally foreseen activities, the project established an 
important partnership with UNOPAR (North Paraná’s University), in order to dis-
pose monthly visits by Psychology students intended to provide psychological 
care to project’s participants.

Toda Quinta Tem Livro (Every Thursday has Books)

A books club that brings together around 30 children and teenagers, every Thur-
sday, to debate about the titles read during last week. Supported by Institute, this 
initiative – already existent before – has taken a leap: besides the bookshelves 
and the titles’ collection increment, the resources were applied on acquires eco-
bags to carry books, on stickers’ manufacturing and on logo development. The 
project also gains new air with the tour to a local radio station and to the Parque 
Vida Cerrado. By means of “Ideas and Actions” public notice, the coordinator of 
this project, Elina Maria Longatti Ferreira, made a dream come true: a Story-
telling course, in order to improve her work with children.
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Escola de Karatê Shotohan (Karate Shotokan School)

Free classes were given to around five children and teenagers interested in le-
arning this millennial art, and in train the physical and psychological wellbeing, 
the discipline and respect for others. The project made a partnership with ano-
ther one contemplated by “Ideias e Ações”, the “Qualidade de Vida na Melhor 
Idade” project, obtaining access to a space at Santa Geração Fitness Center to 
conduct the karate classes.

Três Flores e Crochê (Three Flower and Crochet)

A group of 12 women learned several techniques of crochet’s art to make carpets 
and other home accessories and learned either how to make EVA flowers, in this 
project named Três Flores e Crochê. The participants were divided in groups, in 
two different Luís Eduardo Magalhães’ neighborhoods: Jardim das Acácias and 
Mimoso II. The project expanded its scope by holding meetings with health care 
professionals, to cover important themes as disease prevention and personal 
care.

Qualidade de Vida na Melhor Idade (Third Age’s Quality of Life)

The project’s goal were to provide, for free, the “capoterapia” practice (a techni-
que based on capoeira’s movements) and either Viola Circles to Third Age pe-
ople. This initiative brought its benefits to around 20 people. In June, a great 
achievement was reached: the participants headed the Capoterapia’s First Day 
of Luís Eduardo Magalhães, event that gathered practitioners from other cities 
and states.
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YOUNG VIEWPOINTSYOUNG VIEWPOINTS
To plant on the young minds the seeds of future leaders and the conscience of the role they’ll represent on society that 
is constantly changing. This was the Young Viewpoints’ project goal, that brought four Thematic Conversation Circles to 
the students of Serra do Salitre State School. Job market, quality of life, environment and sustainability were the themes 
previously elected by the students themselves and approached on the Conversation Circles.

The success of this initiative evinced a need of increasing the actions to youth protagonism in this project. Some students 
that took part of Conversation Circles’ could either take part of Photography and Entrepreneurship workshops, conducted 
by the UNIPAM – Patos de Minas College Center, a partnership between the college and the Institute.

AUDIENCE
STUDENTS ON HIGH SCHOOL’S THIRD DEGREE OF 
SERRA DO SALITRE STATE SCHOOL

PARTNERS
UNIPAM
SERRA DO SALITRE STATE SCHOOL

158 
YOUNG PEOPLE TAKE PART OF
THE CIRCLES AND WORKSHOPS
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Conversation Circles Photography and Entre-
preneurship Workshops

8

10

HOURS OF
CONVERSATION CIRCLES

HOURS OF 
WORKSHOPS

The four Conversation Circles were conducted on school envi-
ronment and evaluated using feedback polls. More than 90% 
of the participants evaluated positively the action, a significant 
recognition of the Conversation Circles importance that came 
from the students and either from school’s administration.

The workshops about Photography were given by UNIPAM’s 
specialists, that taught to the students how to extract the bet-
ter results from their smartphones resources. Besides, the En-
trepreneurship’s workshops were offered to the students, for 
some a first contact with the theme.
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JAGUARÉ’S CONVERSATION 
CIRCLES
JAGUARÉ’S CONVERSATION 
CIRCLES
In order to close ties with Jaguaré’s residents and organizations, we performed Integrative Communi-
tarian Therapy Circles together to Centro Cultural Profissionalizante, Ver e Olhar, Centro da Criança e 
Adolescente (CCA) Bom Jesus do Jaguaré and Projeto Palco partners. We conducted this group’s acti-
vities in close collaboration to the projects’ responsables. We conducted 20 circles, discussing themes 
as friendship, self-care, family, unemployment and trust.



PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION
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EMPOWERMENT OF
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
EMPOWERMENT OF
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION
A public administration empowered and capable of play 
its role fully needs to better understand the citizens’ 
demands. Thus, it will be capable of developing better 
public policies and deliver better services, optimizing 
public resources and establishing a closer link to the 
community, contributing to the local development – a 
planned and participative development together to the 
local actors. That’s the importance of Empowerment of 
Public Administration Project.

Check the four projects developed by Agenda Pública, in partnership 
with Municipal Administration, and its main points:

Empowerment of Public Administration
Actions in partnership with Municipal Secretariat for Social Assis-
tance:

• Social Innovation’s Lab to identify possible solutions in order to 
improve the Secretariat routine;

• Creation of an action’s plan to put innovations into work;

• Actions’ implementation and monitoring.

Public Finances
Action in partnership with Municipal Secretariat of Finances:

• Diagnosis of improvement opportunities for municipal budget 
and financial management

• Mobilization in search of solutions to the challenges detected;

• Creation of an action’s plan to put the solutions into practice;

• Solutions’ implementation and monitoring.

PARTNERS
SERRA DO SALITRE MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION, 
MUNICIPAL SECRETARIATS AND AGENDA PÚBLICA

AUDIENCE
MUNICIPAL PUBLIC
ADMINISTRATION

77
PEOPLE PARTICIPANTED IN 
THIS PROJETC
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Economic Dynamism
The county is passing by an economic growth, based on:

• Diagnosis for a better current scenario comprehension;

• Identification of the local potentials;

• Alternative proposals of implemention of public revenue 
to strength existing projects.

Transparency and Open Government
The program attends the Municipal Administration’s will to 
increase its efficiency and transparency, based on:

• Examination of public administration’s adopted proce-
dures and processes;

• Conduction of workshops with the public servants, in 
which were defined specific actions and action plans;

• Training and implementation focusing in Finances and 
Social Assistance Secretariats.
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LEARNING
COMMUNITY
LEARNING
COMMUNITY

Create a collaborative network to materialize initiatives that brings positive impacts to increase teaching 
and learning processes – with this mission the project “Learning Community” is transforming the way how 
students, teachers, families and public administration faces the children and young ones’ school life. We 
are carrying out this initiative at Serra do Salitre since 2015. Now, a new stage of this project is put in action 
and the Lina Galvani Institute is monitoring part of this educational change at the locality.

The year 2018 is ending with this transformation process launched at every schools. Besides, the Munici-
pal Secretariat of Education elected the Learning Community Project as the main strategy to reaching the 
goals of Education Municipal Plan, aiming to turn this initiative a municipal public policy for education.

PARTNERS
MUNICIPAL ADMINISTRATION,
NATURA INSTITUTE AND MUNICIPAL 
SECRETARIAT OF EDUCATION

6
SCHOOL
IN PARTNERSHIP

250
TEACHERS PARTICIPATED IN 
THIS INITIATIVE

1.300
STUDENTS
IMPACTED



FINANCIAL
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FINANCIAL
REPORT
FINANCIAL
REPORT

The Lina Galvani Institute has been working at Campo Alegre de Lourdes cou-
nty, on the Angico dos Dias, Baixão Grande, Baixão Novo, Baixãozinho settle-
ments; at Luís Eduardo Magalhães county, at the Jardim das Acácias, Jardim 
Ipês e Vereda Tropical neighborhoods; and at Serra do Salitre.

Our supporters are Galvani Indústria, Comércio e Serviços 
(GICS), mining company, and Galvani Participações e In-
vestimentos (GIP), family company.

3,000
PEOPLE HAVE BEEN IMPACTED BY
INSTITUTE’S PROJECTS IN 2018

The 2018’s budget to launch projects on the localities, admi-
nistrative expenses and Parque Vida Cerrado has been esti-
mated in BRL 3.267.000,00.

The budget was divided between Lina Galvani Institute and 
Vida Cerrado Park as follows:

30%
VIDA CERRADO 
PARK 

70%
LINA GALVANI 

INSTITUTE 

In the Institute, the expenses with administrative costs and  
developing communitarian projects were divided as follows 
(this amount contemplates the incomes from bank and part-
ners’ collaboration):

In the projects, the Institute subdivided the budget per loca-
lity as follows:

90% GICS

46% Administrative 

10% GPI

54% Projects 

39%
Serra do
Salitre

21%
Institutional 

Projects

10%
Luís Eduardo
Magalhães

1%
Jaguaré

29%
Campo Alegre

de Lourdes
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Institutional Relations and Communities
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Kaio Nunes, Analyst
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